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Preface 
The present work is a data-oriented paper.· It makes available 
some of the basic information which I collected in the Czech Social-
ist Republic and the Slovak Socialist Republic during the summer of 
1969. I was fortunate in having, while there, the invaluable as-
sistance of a number of CZech and Slovak scholars and, back in 
this country, the helpful suggestions of my American colleagues as 
I was readying the results for publication. 
This report, the first of several which will proceed from the 
original field work, briefly surveys the major studies dealing with 
the Czech and/or Slovak national character (Section 1), provides a 
discussion of the instrument employed (Section 2), and presents an 
analysis of the basic data obtained in the field (Section 3). 
It is my intention to follow up this paper with further studies. 
In particular, I would like to attempt to interpret the data in the 
light of earlier works on the subject and some additional materials 
(mentioned in Section 3.7) which have been traditionally used in 
this type of analysis. I hope that the final result of these ef-
forts will be a better understanding of the national character and 
value orientations of my former countrymen. 
Finally, I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the constant and 
effective help from my wife which I received in all stages of pre-
paring this report. 
I 

1.1. Even as early as some of the writings of the ancient Greeks 
there is the implicit assumption that the body of personality charac-
teristics shared by the members of any culturally distinct population 
is large enough to permit or even to justify generalizations. During 
the past four decades, this notion has been rather systematically ex-
plored by psychologically oriented anthropologists and scholars in 
related fields who have been concerned with "basic personality,l1 "eth-
nic personality," "modal personality," "social personality," "cultural 
character," "social character," or "national character. ,,1 Most of 
these national character and culture-and-personality studies have 
been predicated on the assumption that culture-specific childhood ex-
periences exert a profound and lasting effect upon an individual's 
personali ty, and the proponents of these studies have gone about 
gathering their evidence accordingly. 
Another approach, designed to discover some of the major prem-
ises that more or less implicitly guide and regulate the conduct of 
the members of any culturally distinct population, is exemplified in 
studies dealing with "cultural value systems," "value orientations," 
2 '~eltanschauung," or t~orld view." 
While these two approaches, each with its own particular empha-
sis, employ somewhat different methods to achieve their stated goals, 
they nevertheless may be seen as jointly constituting a bridge between 
the traditional taxonomic and particularistic anthropological analysis 
on the one hand, and the cognitive formulations of the last decade on 
the other. In common with the latter, they eschew preoccupation with 
aspects of material culture and share a strong commitment to identify-
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ing the principles which underlie ' the day-to-day choices that have 
to be made by the members of any society. 
The construction of cultural value systems customarily involves 
two steps. The first consists of establishing a generous roster of 
culture-specific values (or disvalues), drawn--particularly for lit-
erate societies--from a variety of sources. The second step is an 
attempt to derive from these individual values a more limited nUmber 
of postulates, or broadly generalized propositions, and to hyposta-
tize these postulates in terms of associated corollaries. 3 The 
present work makes a contribution to the first step. 
1.2. Before 19l8--except for the period of the Great Moravian 
Empire, from about A.D. 840 until the first decade of the tenth cen-
tury, when the Magyars invaded from the southeast--the closely re-
lated Czech and Slovak peoples, although neighbors, went their sepa-
rate ways. The socioeconomic and cultural differences between them, 
deriving from a full millennium of separation, came into focus after 
1918 when the Czechs and Slovaks became the two principal ethnic com-
ponents of the newly created Czechoslovak Republic. These differences, 
despite some past attempts to gloss them over, have persisted to the 
present day, their last expression being the federalization of the 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic into the Czech Socialist Republic and 
the ,Slovak Socialist Republic in 1969. Thus it is clearly indicated 
that any study of the world view of the Slavic population of CZecho-
slovakia should proceed from the assumption that value orientations 
of the Czechs and Slovaks are different. 
Before discussing the results of my own explorations in the 
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field, a brief overview of the most important contributions toward an 
understanding of the Czech and Slovak national characters may be of 
interest. 
In modern times, the rise of an intense interest in the history, 
literature, language, and character of the Czechs and Slovaks dates 
back to the early phase of the National Revival, around 1800. During 
the first half of the nineteenth century, Jan Kollar published his 
idealized characterization of the Sl avs, basing it principally on his 
fellow Slovaks. T. G. Masaryk (1895) warned against the tendency to 
generalize and idealize in national character studies and contributed 
some interesting comparative observations on the Czechs and Germans. 
Basing his analysis primarily on Josef Hole~ek's voluminous 
novelistic chronicle of the Bohemian South, Na~i, Josef Karasek (1907) 
characterized the psychology of the Czech people, in swmnary, as fol-
lows: " ••• trustful like children, politically immature, lacking in 
social graces ••• little understanding what discipline is all about ••• 
brooding, carping, hardheaded, easily becoming enthusiastic about 
something but not always ready to follow up--in other words, lacking 
toughness and persistence ••• good and compassionate when not pigheaded ••• 
given to resignation in adversity ••• " (1907:49-51). 
During the early part of this century, Czech national character 
(nu-ocm.{ povaha> received repeated attention from the Czech sociolo-
gist E)nanuel Chalupny, whose final and most cOlllprehensive treatment 
of the subject appeared in 1935. I Chalupny based his analy.is on the 
Czech language, its stress pattern in particular, and affir1led a pro-
pensity for anticipation to be the fundamental feature of the Czech 
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national character. According to him, the Czechs typically expend 
a great deal of energy during the initial phases of an undertaking, 
after which slackness sets in, yielding imperfect or at best uneven 
results. The Slovak national character, Chalupny maintained, does 
not constitute a separate psychosocial complex, being bUt a regional 
variant of the type represented by the Czech national character. Ac-
cording to the author, the virtual identity of the two quite logical-
ly follows from the fact that Czech and Slovak share the same funda-
mental linguistic structure (stress pattern in particular [1935: 2l0J ). 
Chalupny's contention that "language acts as a microscope by 
magnifying certain distinctive features of national char~cter"4 is 
an intriguing notion which .. -had it been known in this country some 
twenty years ago--rnight have caught the interest of Whorf' s followers. 
But today, Chalupny's sweeping thesis is impossible to accept: it 
offers so much that it contributes nothing. 
A beginning toward a perceptive characterology of modern Czechs 
was made by the Czech publicist Ferdinand Peroutka (1924 and 1934). 
His book for the most part is a series of "polemics with several 
favorite notions concerning the Czech national character; [thUS] it 
tends to show what we are not like. To show what we are really like 
should be the task of a future work" (1934: from the concluding state-
S 
ment) • In Peroutka's opinion, the Czech national character is much 
more like the German than the Czechs themselves are ready to admit. 
He notes that the character of the "Central European citizenship has 
retained in its blood to this day @.tsJ quiet and moderate origin" 
(1934: 182) and that "our humanity [an~ our peaceableness stern from 
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love for small and simple things" (1934:204). 
Another serious analysis of the Czech character was attempted by 
Jir! Mahen (1924), a successful dramatist and newspaperman. The last 
chapter of his slender book provides a useful summary of his findings: 
If [Let us hope that] we have managed to identify certain characteristic 
features of the Czech temperament; these features, expressed in terms 
of both socially useful and socially useless or undesirable qualities, 
would roughly present the following portrait of a Czech: 
A. A Czech is a man of sound and careful intellect. 
He is capable of great ideas and has a sense for great 
things. 
He is capable of idealistic enthusiasm and fervor. 
Although slow, he is smart while keeping his 'balance.' 
He is active--let us rejoice in this fact. 
To a certain degree, he is capable of organiZing work. 
B. He has a wandering mind, does not persevere, and is given to 
exaggeration. 
He has in him relatively little courage and is not very 
revolutionary • 
His intelligence is very frequently hysterical. 
In the arts, he is not particularly expressive and finds 
it hard to concentrate. 
He dislikes ultimate questions. 
Ih religious matters, he is lukewarm and seriously in-
different. 
His social courage is not very deep. 
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He harbors a dark, destructive spirit. 
He is a Hamlet rather than a Don Quixote. 
He finds it difficult to overcome the centripetal forces 
in him. 
Rather than freeing himself through an internal struggle, 
he relies on his cleverness" (1924:129). 
The tragic end of Czechoslovak independence on the eve of World 
War II stimulated a learned essay on the Czech national character by 
the Czech art and literary critic Frantisek Kov~a (1939). Kov~a 
concentrated on two aspects of the historical posture of the Czechs--
sobriety and pathos. According to him, the Czechs are fundamentally 
a sober people; expressions of pathos with them are largely limited 
to artistic activity. And he further noted that "our [czech] charac-
ter changes as one proceeds eastward and ••• the relationship of sobrie-
ty to pathos, too, changes in this same direction [i.e., as one moves 
toward SlOVaki~" (1939: 15) • 
Attempts to characterize the Slovak people as a whole have been 
less numerous. In a book dedicated to the Czechs and written express-
ly to help them better understand their fellow citizens in the eastern 
part of the new republic, the Slovak Anton Kompc6ek (1921) singled 
out the following dominant characteristics of his people: dovishness, 
humbleness, modesty, industriousness, religiousness, distrustfulness, 
tendency toward discord, backwardness despite an unusual amount of 
innate endowment, and a tendency toward alcoholism. 
The most systematic attempt to assess the Slovak national charac-
I I I ter (narodna povaha) was . made by Anton J'Urovsq (1943), a Slovak 
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psychologist. His study appeared in Slovakia during World War II, 
under conditions anything but favorable to the publication of object-
ive analyses in general and national character studies in particular. 
After a brief historical survey of the field, J'Urovsk;/ defines 
"national character" as "that complex of spiritual traits to which 
every member of a national collectivity contributes and from which, 
in turn, he derives some of the specific features which characterize 
him and provide him with a higher sense of his existence" (1943:347). 
According to JurovsJcY, national character should be conceived of 
as a dynamic process and defined in terms of several sets of factors. 
Most important among the internal factors contributing to the national 
character of the Slovak people, in his opinion, is their innate men-
tal and temperamental endowment. He finds that the Slovaks possess 
adequate intellectual endowment and more than an average amount of 
sensitivity, expressiveness, excitability, sociability, Sincerity, 
and vitality. 
Jurovskf further maintains that the external factors to which 
the Slovaks were subject are responsible for their sagacity, industry, 
and unpretentiousness. As a result of trying social and economic cir-
cumstances, they balanced a sense of inferiority6 with a propensity 
for gallantry and developed a marked degree of pensiveness. Among 
, 
other traits, J'urovsky lists envy, deeply rooted religiousness, and 
faith in ultimate justice. A stormy political history brought forth 
among the Slovaks a sense of national consciousness and a capacity for 
resistance--and also an individualism bordering on egotism and oppor-
tunism. 
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Next Jurovs~ discusses the Slovak national character from the 
beginning of its formation during the final decades of the eighteenth 
century. Two aspects of this process are singled out as especially 
significant--the intimate ties that developed between Slovak national 
consciousness and religion, and the enduring emotional value that be-
came attached to the Slovak language as the unique mark of national 
identity. 
I find certain aspects of JurovsJc:!'s study well taken, in par-
ticular, his conception of national character as a dynamic system. 
But the profile of the Slovak national character which finally emerges 
leaves a great deal to be desired. At best, it might be termed "a 
compassionate portrait of the Slovak social personality in the light 
of the past." Since Jurovsk:f apparently did not draw on much empiri-
cal data, he seems to be projecting the history of the past two cen-
turies into the personality of the Slovak people to such an extent 
that one wonders if the same unsurprising and rather liberal charac .. 
terization might not have been arrived at by someone working in a 
well-supplied American library.? 
In the volume dealing with the Czech and Slovak folk cultures 
(Lidov'" kultura), published in 1968 in the new series of Ceskosloven-
sk~ vlastivEXla (Melicherc:!Jc [ed.] 1968), the subject of value orien-
8 tations and national character remains virtually untouched. In this 
case, however, one must allow for the possibility that the brittle 
political circumstances under which this outstanding volume was being 
prepared made a discussion of this topic undesirable. 9 
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It seems that the time has come to undertake a fresh study which 
would contribute to the definition of Czech and Slovak value orienta-
tions, and my field research in Czechoslovakia during the sununer of 
1969 has been intended as a step toward this goal. Partial results 
of the field trip constitute Sections 2 and 3 of this report. Section 
2 deals with the questionnaire concerning the characteristics of the 
subjects (A) and with the instrument proper (B).lO Section 3 is de-
voted to the analysis of the data gathered in Questionnaires A and B. 
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